
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Striped Even Moss Stitch Blanket

Pattern by Hannah Brown McKay

MATERIALS

Patons Shetland Chunky (75% acrylic, 25% wool, 100 g/3.5 oz, 136 m/148 yds)
5 skeins Aran, 2 skeins Gold, 2 skeins Charcoal Tweed, 2 skeins Toasty Tweed
Size K/6.5mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors

SIZE

Finished size 36 in x 34 in

STITCHES

Half Double Crochet (HDC): Yarn over (YO), insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull
through all 3 loops on hook. 

Slip Stitch (SL ST): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop and pull directly through loop on hook. 

Double Crochet (DC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops, YO
and pull through remaining two loops.

https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html


Front and Back Post Double Crochet (FPDC & BPDC): A front post double crochet means you insert
your hook from front to back around the post of the next DC and work a DC. A back post double crochet
means you insert your hook from back to front around the post of the next DC and work a DC.

PATTERN

Start by chaining 88 with Aran.

Row 1: Slip stitch into the second chain from hook. Then HDC into the next stitch. Alternate a slip stitch
(SL ST) with HDC to the end of your row. The last stitch should be a SL ST. Chain one and turn. 

Row 2: SL ST into the SL ST you just made then HDC into the HDC. Alternate again all the way across
your row. Always SL ST into a SL ST, always HDC into a HDC. Always chain one and turn.

Repeat row 2 for the remainder of the blanket. 

You will be working 4 rows of each color. To change color, when you reach the end of the row, insert your
hook as normal for the last SL ST, but instead of pulling through with the same color, pull through with
the new color. Then chain one and proceed as normal.

Here is the color pattern: 4 rows Aran, 4 rows Charcoal Tweed, 4 rows Aran, 4 rows Toasty Tweed, 4
rows Aran, 4 rows Gold

BORDER

You will be making a ribbed stitch look on each side of the blanket, working one side at a time. Pick either
side to work across. Using off-white, pull up a loop in the corner and chain 3. DC across the entire side.
Stop when you reach the first corner, chain 3 and turn. This counts as your first DC. Insert your hook
from front to back around the post of the next DC and work your DC (FPDC). Then, around the next
DC, insert your hook from the back to the front and work your next DC. (BPDC). Now continue
alternating FPDC and BPDC around each DC. When you get to the last DC, work that one as normal-into
the top of the stitch. chain 3 and turn.

Work back across the row with your alternating FPDC and BPDC matching each stitch to start making the
ribbed look. Do not tie off, simply chain 3, and start working across the end of the blanket, working 2 DC
into the sides of the DC stitches, and then one DC per stitch. Chain three and turn and work back across in
the same manner you did and work your ribbed stitch. When you finish 3 rows, chain 3, and now work in
the same manner up the side, again working one DC per stitch. When you finish working the ribbing up
this side and then across the last end, chain 1 and work a SC into each DC all the way around the entire
blanket and 3 SC into each corner space. Tie off and weave in the ends.


